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Thor". The author of this article is General-Mayor of Aviation M.
Koz evnikay. This article expands upon a subject covered in a previous

more decisive use of the air forces of adjacent fronts. The author also

Summary:

appeared in Issue No. 2 (78) for 1966 of the SECRET USSR Ministry of

an appropriate ratio of forces and means for conventional and nuclear
operations, emphasis on destruction of enemy missile/nuclear weapons, and

article in the Journal, dwelling in particular upon the efficient

Defense publication Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military

stresses the difficulty of negotiating enemy air defense and the problems

employment of air forces in an operation. Efficiency requires establishing

of organizing and implementing control in conventional operations.

The following report is a translation from Russian of an article which

End of Summary 
Contnent:

I The article to Which it reters was -Air rorces 11
..	 • 	 . I	

Operations with conventional Means of Destruction"' ---- - -	 1

also in the Russian language). General-Mayor Kozhevnixav contrioutea
another article, "Combat Employment ot Aviation in a Front Offensive
Operation" to Issue No. 1 (71) for 196i“	 """'"1".As of
November 1961 he was a member of the editorial boarct or 	

rak
es ' Vozdushnow

Flota, and was more recently identified as a General-Mayor of Aviation
(Reserve). The SECRET version of Military Thought was pUblished three times
annually and was distributed down to the level of division commander. It
reportedly ceased publication at the end of 1970.
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Air Forces Actions at the Beginning of a War
Without the Employment of Nuclear Weapons

by
General-Mayor of Aviation M. Kozhevnikov

In his article* Marshal of Aviation S. Krasovskiy examined certain
problems concerning the actions of air forces in operations employing
conventional means of destruction. In our view, the subject of this
article is extremely timely, and its basic propositions have practical
significance for the troops. We would like to express our opinion on
certain problems of this broad subject.

First of all, on the efficient employment of air forces in an
operation. At the start of a war using only conventional means ot
destruction, the strategic rocket forces and a significant part of the
operational-tactical missiles will be ready to employ nuclear weapons.
Therefore, almost all targets, including fixed targets, located in the zone
of the fronts (beyond the range of artillery means) and in the depth of the
theater7f—Mitary operations must be destroyed and neutralized by the
forces and means of front aviation and long range aviation. Of course, the
volume of tasks assigned—to the air forces in this situation will increase
greatly. As an example, we will examine combat against missile/nuclear
means. Taking into consideration arriving reserves, there can be up to 57
Honest, John, Corporal, Sergeant, Pershing and Little John missile
battalions in the zone of operations of front troops, as applied to the
Western Theater of Military Operations; of these, 29 will be deployed at
depths up to 300 kilometers and the remaining 28 (arriving reserves) at
depths greater than 300 kilometers. In the case of a nuclear war, these
means are destroyed by front aviation operating jointly with
operational-tactical mi-iSTIT troops; sometimes part of the long range
aviation forces are also attached. But if only conventional means of
destruction are employed, the missiles of the ground forces take no part in
the armed conflict and all 57 enemy missile battalions have to be destroyed
by aviation. This doubles the scope of the task for aviation. At the same
time its capabilities are decreasing due to the necessity of constantly
maintaining a significant part of its aircraft at airfields ready to employ
nuclear weapons.

*Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military Thought", No. 3 (76) for
1965.
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Hew can air forces be most efficiently used under the given
conditions, and what are the most effective ways which can be suggested?

First, it is necessary to establish the correct ratio between the
forcela—raimeans designated to participate in operations using only
conventional ammunition and the forces and means required for the
employment of nuclear weapons. The experience of exercises has shown that
this ratio should be approximately as follows: 60 to 65 percent of long
range aviation forces and up to 25 to 30 percent of front aviation forces
should be allocated in the event actions are conducted with nuclear
Iowans; the remaining forces should be used with conventional means of
destruction.

Aircraft assigned to employ nuclear weapons and support aircraft Thust
be in constant readiness for take-off and must be based at alternate
natural-surface airfields located much farther away from the provisional
front line than aircraft designated to operate with conventional means of
destruction. In this connection, it is advisable to divide the air forces
into nuclear and non-nuclear echelons. It is very important that entire
large units and units be included in each of these echelons. ‘Then, it will
be easier to plan their actions and control them in the course of an
operation; it will also be simpler to organize their support and in flight
to maintain the previously established combat formations and positions of
each crew within the formations.

Second, it is necessary to concentrate the efforts of all aviation on
the destruction, first of all, of enemy missile/nuclear and aviation means
of attack, putting other tasks aside at first (the destruction of military
industrial targets, combating enemy reserves, etc.)

One might logically ask the question, why it would be necessary to
destroy missiles and nuclear means first if they are not being employed by
the enemy. Would it not be better to attack them later when there is a
clear threat that the war will build to a nuclear war, or when the enemy
begins to employ nuclear weapons?

Research and the experience of exercises show that such is not the
case. Missile/nuclear means can be introduced by the enemy at any time.
The more effectively and rapidly we destroy than, the longer the amount of
time before they can be used against us, and the more favorably the
situation will develop should the enemy decide to employ nuclear weapons.
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The need for the immediate destruction of the aviation means of the
probable enemy is due to the existence of large and well-trained tactical
aviation, one of the chief tasks of which is considered to be the direct
support of one's own troops during military actions in which nuclear
weapons are not employed. 	 difficult tp
and na under these conditions c. 1 1	 jzitizagLand_RAW-011t

opera on , t 	 av a on : .___ApLined air suprenviCy., The experience of
the start of the Greif-PitfilitiCRIFI5E101:4945-A6i,m that the fascist
Sim= air forces, having taken the initiative in 1941, by their actions
Paralyzed the movement of our ground forces on mppr axes and practically
prevented any movemmt wer the roads di.u. 1lght hours: --

Missile/nuclear and aviation Means should be combated on a broad front
by small subunits of fighter-bombers and fighters and by individual
reconnaissance crews. An air regiment armed with SU-7B aircraft must be
assigned a zone 100 by 150 kilometers in which it will independently search
for and destroy enemy missile/nuclear means and aircraft. Each zone should
be divided into 20 by 60-kilometer sectors in which flights and pairs of
aircraft can conduct "hunts". A regiment with SU-7B aircraft is capable of
carrying out three sorties per day, and of destroying up to ten batteries
of Sergeant or Little John missiles with their cannon and rockets; they are
also capable of destroying a significant part of the tactical aircraft at
eight to ten airfields with small-fragmentation and antitank bombs.

It will require a significant amount of effort to combat enemy
aircraft in the air, and particularly at low altitudes. In order to
intercept such aircraft, front fighters should be employed in several'
echelons: the first-echelon fighters should be used in groups of two to
four aircraft in zones extending forward 70 to 100 kilometers from the
front line (beyond the zones of operation of the Hawk and Nike Hercules
surface-to-air guided missiles located in the forward zone); the second,
more powerful echelon should operate in alert zones over their own
territory, 20 to 40 kilometers from the front line; and the third echelon
(at least 50 to 60 percent of all fighters) should be at the airfields at
readiness levels No. 1 and No. 2. A regiment of M1G-21PF aircraft using
air-to-air missiles is capable of destroying up to 45 to 50 air targets per
day.

Front bomber aviation should be used for the mining of airfields and 41‹
the subsequent destruction of aircraft on than.

TU-16 long range aviation aircraft using conventional means of
destruction must be assigned to destroy enemy missile/nuclear means and

TOSZCRET
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aircraft at airfields located beyond the range of front aviation. TU-16
aircraft can carry various types of high-explosive baits(from 24 FAB-100
to two MB- 3,000 aerial demolition bombs), incendiary bombs and chemical
bombs (24 individual RBK-250 cluster bombs or 18 RBK-250
addition, the TU-16 can employ air-to-ground cruise missiles to destroy
targets having radar contrast.

.Calculations show that nine 1.1-16aircrafededto destroy.one
airfLaliJwith cogentiftri—meang;Ii) to 15 to destroy a misilirlaunch
site, and 12 to	 to destroy a 100 by 200-meter depot, with five or six
aircraft used to support each group.

Third, it is necessary to make more decisive and bold use of part of
the air forces of adjacent fronts, which have still not been deployed or
where aggressive actions are not being conducted, as well as the air forces
located in adjacent interior military districts.

During the Second World War air forces of adjacent units were moved
frequently and with great effectiveness for strikes against the enemy in
support of an offensive by one front. For example, in the Konigsberg
Operation of the 3rd Belorussian Front, conducted from 6 through 13 April
1945, large units of the adjacent—grind 4th Air Armies were assigned to
strike ground targets. In the Berlin Operation bomber large units of the
adjacent 2nd and 4th Air Armies were assigned for individual strikes in
support of the 4th Belorussian Front.

In our view, the reinforcement of the aviation of one front at the
expense of the air forces of adjacent fronts and interior military
districts is now obligatory. This reinforcement can be accomplished by
means of a strike against enemy targets by an adjacent front from its own
airfields, including a landing for refueling at the airfields of adjacent
air armies or a return to its base airfields.

Of course, such opportunities do not always arise. Insofar as the
combat strength of the air army of a front does not fully meet the
increased needs of the troops, particularly at the start of a war in which
nuclear weapons are not employed, ways must be found to reinforce the air
army and, primarily, to increase the number of fighter-bomber and
reconnaissance aircraft.

Research and calculations show that in operations employing only
conventional means of destruction, each combined-arms (tank) army in the
first echelon of a front must have at least three regiments of

TOP , CUT
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fighter-bombers, while the air army as a whole should contain nine to 12
fielter-bomber regiments. In this case an air army operating on the main
axis will be able not only to combat enemy missile/nuclear and aviation
means of attack, but also to carry out all other tasks in support of the
front.

Ways must also be found to increase the reconnaissance aviation of a
front air army. Research has shown that at least 300 aircraft sorties for
tactical reconnaissance and up to 100 sorties for operational
reconnaissance must be carried out an 'the first day of a war in support of
one front operating an the main axis. Taking losses into consideration,
one tactical reconnaissance regiment at 80 percent combat strength with a
sortie rate of three to 3.5 can make up to 90 to 100 sorties on the first
day, while an operational reconnaissance regiment under the same conditions
with a sortie rate of two to 2.5 can makeup to 85 sorties. From this it
is not difficult to draw a conclusion concerning the quantity of
reconnaissance aviation forces needed in the air army of a front operating
in the Western Theater of Military Operations.

;	 .
Under the conditions we have discussed, the negotiation of enemy airs_

defense by our air forces is extremely difficult. If, as a result of the
first nuclear_strike by our rocket forces, up to 25 percent of the

1surface-to-air guided missile launchers and up to 40 percent of the
fighters on airfields can be put out of commission by the shock wave alone,;
and if up to another 10 to 12 percent of the launchers are neutralized as a! .
result of radioactivesontamination of the terrain by the time our aviation'
reaches the ila-area, enemy air defense will still initially retain its
full effectiveness in a war in:Which nuclear weapons are not employed. 	 ,

The most important method of negotiating air defense -- one that has
been tested in exercises -- is for long range aviation and front aviation
to operate from low altitudes and for flights to be conducted with variable
profiles. By lowering the flight altitude from SOO to 100-50 meters, the
probability of destruction of aircraft is reduced by a factor of eight to
ten.

If aircraft of front aviation fly at altitudes of 50 to 100 meters,
the probability of their timely detection by the enemy fluctuates between'
zero and 0.3, while at altitudes of 200 meters this probability equals 0.5.
If at the same time the flight speed of the aircraft is 1,100 to 1,200
kilometers per hour, surface-to-air guided missiles cannot be fired, and
the effectiveness of antiaircraft artillery fire is reduced by 30 to 40
percent. Therefore, flights by all types of aircraft over enemy territory
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must, as a whole, be conducted at minimum possible altitudes and maximum
speeds.

Active and passive warfare against enemy radioelectronic means and the
neutralization of his surface-to-air guided missiles have as much influence
on the effectiveness of air defense. It has been calculated that the use
of active and passive high-intensity jamming can decrease the
countermeasures taken by aggressive enemy air defense means by 20 to 25
percent.

Frequently it is necessary to assign fighter-bomber aviation forces to
immediately destroy or neutralize individual batteries of surface-to-air
guided missiles and antiaircraft artillery in order to break through the
enemy air defense in certain sectors, particularly in a tactical zone.
Calculathi	 al	 ■	 SU-7B aircraft must be assigned for

11r1=	 . —• I cile battery	e loss o one or -7c-s

maziLe_effectec1_,his case).

In genera/, measures aimed at negotiating air defense must be taken
with the consideration that the air forces could first destroy enemy
missile/nuclear and aviation means of attack. The accomplishment of these
interrelated tasks will make it possible to develop the offensive
successfully and, subsequently, to transfer part of the forces of front
aviation and long range aviation to support the troops and to combat enemy
reserves, as well as to perform other tasks that arise in the course of
offensive operations by fronts.

Military actions conducted without the employment of nuclear weapons
entail certain specific characteristics in the organization and 
implementation of control over units and large units of long range aviation
and front aviation. This results from the necessity of planning the
actions of all air forces available in a theater of military operations
according to two variants, as well as to maintain the nuclear echelon of
aviation in constant readiness for flight in order to carry out its combat
tasks. We believe that control of all air forces in a theater must be
organized and carried out by the air forces command. For these reasons, an
air forces forward command post must be established in the theater in the
area where a representative of the General Headquarters of the Supreme High
Command is located; the forward command post could include one of the
deputies of the Commander-in-Chief of the Air Forces with an operations
group from the Main Staff.
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According to the experience of the Great Patriotic War, the air forces
commander or his deputy, located with an operations group and
communications means in the area of the command post of one of the main
fronts, ensured cooperation among several air armies of front aviation,
those air corps of the Reserve of the Supreme High Cannand which had been
assigned to the operation, and long range aviation forces. Brief plans for
the employment of these forces in the offensive operation of a group of
fronts were developed; additional tasks were set in the course of the
-operation;  and the execution of these tasks was monitored. It is fully
obvious that these principles for controlling aviation have not lost their
force even under modern conditions.

The control of aviation large units and units must be rigidly
centralized directly in the air armies of front aviation and in the air
corps of long range aviation; this ensures that air forces in the air are
redirected to the necessary axis.




